General Suggested Attire for Job Interviews

**When dressing for a Job Interview keep in mind where you are interviewing and for what position, to help you determine what is appropriate. If you are able to, before your interview check to see how employees in that company dress. That may help by giving you a better idea of what is considered appropriate attire. It is better to dress up than dress down**

**General Suggested Attire for Women:**

* Dress fashionably in classic clothes that are age appropriate and fit well.
* Suits still look impressive. A great fitting business suit is a closet staple.
* Slacks and a conservative blouse is another option. You can add a blazer to the outfit to make it more formal.
* Skirt length should be at the knee, just above the knee, or slightly below. Avoid extremes.
* Wear stylish but comfortable shoes, not sneakers or flip-flops.
* Keep your jewelry simple-some jewelry may make too much noise and become a distraction. Consider leaving facial piercing jewelry at home.
* Enhance your appearance. Have a contemporary, professional looking hairstyle that is age appropriate. Makeup should be light and natural.
* Skip heavy fragrance-Many people are allergic to strong perfumes.

**General Suggested Attire for Men:**

* Avoid tee-shirts, shabby clothing, pierced earrings, sandals, sneakers, jeans or baseball hats.
* A business suit may be the expected attire. Classic style well-tailored, good fit. Neutral (Blue/Gray) colored suit, accompanied with dress shirt- cleaned, nicely pressed, with conservative tie.
* Slacks and a buttoned up shirt, may be appropriate.
* Nice looking, well-polished, classic dress shoes.
* Enhance your appearance with a conservative hairstyle- short and nicely trimmed. Clean shaven, trimmed mustache or beard.

Being neat, clean, and well-groomed is important to make your first impression.

A sincere smile sends a warm, confident message. Arrive on Time and Smile.